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We AreThis white paper does not constitute an offer or sale of MONDERO Token or any other

mechanism for purchasing. This white paper has been absolutely prepared for

distribution, which is for informational purposes only. Note that no regulatory

authority has approved any of the details and data set out in this white paper. The white

paper does not imply any elements of obligations or a contractual relationship. We

have tried all best to ensure the relevance and accuracy of every material in this white

paper, but you should note that this white paper does not include professional

investment advice. In this view, the Company has every right to modify or update the

information contained in this white paper. It is expected of you to contact relevant

professional advisors before making any commitments or relying on the materials that

have been published therein. Unless expressly stated the other way round, note that the

innovations and products set out in this white paper are currently under development.

This depicts that the Company does not make any warranties or representations as

regards the developmental success or implementation of such technologies and

innovations, or achievement of any other activities noted in this white paper. It

disclaims any warranties implied by law or otherwise to the extent permitted by law.

Going further, no individual is entitled to rely on the contents of this paper or any

inferences drawn from it.

Any forward-looking statements in this white paper, including the intended actions and

performance objectives of the Company, reflect the Company's views as of the date

hereof concerning future events or its future performance and involvement known and

unknown risks, and other important factors that could cause the actual performance,

results or achievements of the Company in its development of the System to differ

materially from any future performance, results, or achievements expressed or implied

by such forward-looking statements.

To this end, the Company disclaims all liability for any loss or damage of any kind,

including, but not limited to, any special, incidental, indirect, or other losses of any

kind of contract, income or profits, and loss of use or data, which may arise from any

person acting on any information and opinions relating to MONDERO or the System

contained in this white paper or any information made available in connection with any

further inquiries.
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We Are
Today's digital asset and cryptocurrency activities are already a growing and

developing reality, which will increasingly become a significant part of our lives. It is

also no doubt that there have been incredibly popular cryptos over the past several

years and, of course, that there are numerous trading websites as we speak. The world

is in a state of accelerated and constant change, and the ability to communicate via the

internet and borderless commerce has already changed the way finance and security

are being handled by crypto traders and individuals generally. As this digital world

keeps trending, people or social status and everyone independent of origin will be

opportune and empowered to participate in decentralized digital economies that are

powered by cryptocurrencies and blockchain technology. There are varying low

transactions in the blockchain, which is one of the major problems. Now, we will be

using Binance Smart Chain in blockchain technology to transform every trust-based

interaction of our financial lives. The Mondero Token has set out to become a Crypto

payment system. Our payment gateway will offer lower fees than traditional credit card

payment systems. These tools will be highly customizable and provide native

dashboards to help track all payments. Mondero will have a wallet with a payment

function to pay securely with crypto debit card all over the world and wherever you

are.
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Based on various criticisms, cryptocurrencies have taken the world by storm and are

paving a new financial medium that is proving to be secure, pervasive, and scalable.

The emerging digital asset's transparency, and the unregulated nature of the

cryptocurrency, are now replacing the need for supervision and regulatory overusing.

The current market landscape is experiencing a high increment in coin offerings, which

will pave the way for different 'pump and dump' and scam coins. However, the

founding team has taken every step possible to ensure complete transparency from the

design process to the launching process and steady operation. We will conduct regular

AMAs and regular feedback. Mondero's long-term goal will focus on creating an

equitable ecosystem that will enable charities to connect with investors, with a view to

alleviating the speculative nature of the digital currency world. Also, we will enhance

the adoption of cryptocurrencies as a safe asset and a trustable medium of exchange,

one transaction at a time.

Cryptocurrencies have significantly been affected by regulatory actions, scoffing,

criticism, and either regulators or misinformed investors, who fear the downfall of the

sovereign control of the economies and national currencies, thus negatively affecting

the progress of cryptocurrencies as an overall market. Criticisms have been raised

claiming that cryptocurrencies are a key driver in promoting illegal executions. Due to

exchange rate volatility and infrastructure vulnerabilities, these coins pose risks to

investors.
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3.1    The Future of Cryptocurrency

3.2    Where Does Mondero Fit In?
With the increasing adoption of cryptocurrencies, a payment gateway is now crucial for

a modern business. Having a transparent payment gateway is necessary if you want

your business to attract more new customers. If you fail to take crypto payments, your

competitors could steal customers from you. As already driven by the community and

operating under the community's primary motto, our token will adopt a community-

driven decision-making process that will ensure that there will be a crypto payment

system, having a wallet with a payment function. 
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This will enable users to pay safely and securely with our crypto debit card whenever

and wherever. As earlier said, the founding team plans to move the operation of the

token into a community-driven, consensus-based one that will ensure the scalability

and adaptability of the token roadmap.

Mondero Token
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The Mondero token with a lot of BISS! Mondero Token is a deflationary token that

will become scarcer over time. All Mondero Token holders earn more Mondero Tokens

that are automatically sent to your wallet simply by holding Mondero Token coins in

your wallet.

Watch the amount of Mondero Tokens in your wallet grow as Mondero Token coin

holders automatically receive a 4% fee from every transaction that takes place on the

Mondero Token network. The community receives more Mondero Token coins through

the fees that are charged on each transaction.

4.0      Mondero: A partner in Binance Smart Chain

Binance Smart Chain (BSC): Binance Smart Chain is a blockchain network that is

developed to run smart contract-based applications. The aim of the BSC platform is to

enable developers to develop decentralized applications (DApps) and help users in

managing their cryptocurrencies cross-chain with large capacity and low latency. 

Mondero joined the Binance Smart Chain family because the blockchain has a low

transaction fee. The Binance Smart Chain, having emerged as a low-fee smart contract

blockchain, was created by crypto exchange Binance, which served as a parallel

blockchain to its pre-existing Binance Chain. Also, the transaction speed of BSC is

almost second to none, as it's presently one of the fastest smart contract platforms,

which contributes to its fast growth. You can imagine having blocks being generated

every three seconds, unlike Ethereum's 13 seconds. This means it is at least four times

faster. Another reason we joined the BSC family is that it still has a lot of upside

potential.

5.0      About Mondero Token
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Mondero provides the technical functionality in partnership with Binance Smart Chain.

This functionality allows individuals or businesses from any walk of life to move from

ambition to action and succeed in realizing their projects through our payment

gateway.

6.0      Our Core Values

5.1    What Makes Mondero Token Unique?

It will be a secure and fast payment system.

Wherever you are, you can make fast Payments with our Debit Card or with our

wallet with the inbuilt Payment function.

A transaction via P2P is also possible for friends and family.

Members are currently buying our token via the Binance Smart Chain. Soon we

will also use the ETH and Polygon Chain.

6.1    Autonomy

6.2    Simplicity

Mondero is being built with an emphasis on simplicity to make the tokenization

process as simple and accessible as possible.

6.3    Integrity

The Mondero team is committed to the highest standard of trust and transparency. This

is to ensure that maximum clarity on the project scope, operation, and longevity is

communicated with communicated in a clear, concise, and regular manner.

6.3    Integrity

Compliance: Mondero will help token issuers regarding the issuance of securities and

investment management.
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Mondero paves the way to open illiquid markets worldwide, creating a solution to

make fast payments with our debit card or our wallet with an inbuilt payment function

in partnership with Binance Smart Chain, resulting in new investment opportunities.

6.4    Democracy

6.5    Resilience

As with any financial instrument, especially within the cryptocurrency world, the

sustainability of the token along with the token price is key to preserving the longevity

and continuity of the token, which reflects positively on the community through

transparency in the payment gateway. Such assumptions imply that the road will be

bumpy, but we will stay resilient and ensure long-term holding is encouraged and

rewarded as a team.

6.6    Unity

To grow as a token is to grow as a team, as one community. Within the MONDERO

family, we believe that all team members are operating under one goal and one

ambition. Such presumption ensures that Mondero is by the people and for the people.

6.7    Community Driven

As critical decisions will be made based on community consensus, our transparent

protocol will ensure that the community as a whole gain a sense of trust in the long-

term plans of the Mondero project through gearing significant decisions in the path that

benefits the community the most.
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7.0      Our Tokenomics

TOTAL SUPPLY: 10,000,000,000

CONTRACT ADDRESS: 0X4B24BA4BA0FA9E2EF969114C869E96147D482247
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7.1    Auto Burn

The dead wallet holds 10,9%+ of the supply. That means out of the 5% of the

reflections, 10.9%+ of them will be distributed to the dead wallet each transaction.

Thus, coins are burned with each on-chain transaction.

7.2    Auto-Reflections

4% of the fees from each transaction are distributed to token holders. This means you

can earn more Mondero tokens by keeping them in your wallet. (Centralized

exchanges/wallets cannot apply tokenomics.)

7.3    Auto-Reflections

The majority of initial LP tokens were locked & some burned. (Newly generated LP

tokens from the 2% LP fees are not)

7.4    Tokenomics Overview

Name:                        Mondero token
Symbol:                     MDT
Total Supply:            10,000,000,000
Marketing:                2%
Auto Burn:                5 %
Reflection:                 4 %
Liquidity:                  2%
LP is Locked
13% Buy 13% Sell
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8.0      Roadmap

PHASE ONE: Marketing push to spread awareness

Website Launch

5000 Telegram Members

PHASE TWO:

Meme Development

Mondero Token is Born

Influencer Marketing Push

Listing on Coingecko

Listing on Coinmarketcap

PHASE THREE:

25,000 Telegram Members

25,000 Holders

100,000 Holders

100,000 Telegram Members

Large Influencer Marketing Push

More Memes from the Community

ETH and Polygon Chain Use

PHASE FOUR: 150,000 Token Holders

Increase Marketing

Mondero Token Swap

Add way more Memes

Website Redesign
Payments with the Debit Card and the Wallet

PHASE FIVE: 300,000 Holders

Release Mondero Token Swap

Third-party Audit
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